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Key insights at a glance

Subscription TV will not be daunted by the rise of OTT, as it grows across 
global markets. Global subscription TV revenues will grow at a CAGR of 3.5% over the next 
five years to US$236bn in 2018. This growth demonstrates that subscription TV is in a healthy 
position, assisted by the initiatives it has implemented to counter the impact of OTT and other 
disruptive influences.

Cable TV will fight back in the next five years, boosted by the switch to 
digital. Digital cable will grow at a CAGR of 9.6% over the next five years to reach 455mn 
subscribers in 2018. The move towards a digital-focused industry means cable will return to 
growth in the longer term.

IPTV is enjoying sporadic success, but fails on a global scale. IPTV subscriber 
numbers are growing quickly, but this success is limited to a few markets. China is one of the 
few countries making progress and its sheer scale makes it the clear market leader with 31% of 
all IPTV households globally in 2013.

China will become the second-largest TV market in 2016, making the biggest 
move among the world’s major TV players. When including all TV revenues, China 
will surpass both the UK in 2014 and Germany in 2016 to reach the number two spot (behind 
the US).

BRIC investment in sophisticated subscription TV technologies creates 
big gains over the next five years … All BRIC countries—but particularly India and 
China—have prioritised investment in subscription TV technology. They are reaping the 
benefits of this by moving up the global TV rankings.

… but smaller emerging markets will see double-digit growth rates. In the 
next five years, TV markets in smaller emerging territories are set to show the most impressive 
revenue growth levels. The top three are: Saudi Arabia (16.1% CAGR), Kenya (15.9% CAGR) 
and Thailand (14.8% CAGR).


